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I. Backhouse in China 

He was one man amid all of China.  

 After the Treaty of Tianjin ended the Second Opium War in 1858, the “foreign devils” (鬼

子) resided in a permanent legation quarter in Beijing, just east of Tiananmen Square. From there, 

the diplomats and citizens of more than a dozen nations—most of them European—conducted all 

their business with China’s Qing government.   

 That government was no more Chinese than the foreigners themselves. The Qing rulers 

were Manchus, descendants of the semi-nomadic tribes which, in the mid-seventeenth century, 

had overthrown the ailing Ming Dynasty and seized the Throne of Heaven. They held it for 

centuries thereafter. It was the Qing who saw the European presence in China increase from a 

handful of Jesuit missionaries to a swelling host of bureaucrats, traders, and statesmen. Alarmed 

by the incursion, the government attempted to contain the newcomers, and, by the order of the 

Qianlong Emperor, foreigners were required to confine themselves to a small patch of land just 

outside of Canton.  

Yet the foreigners were not this easily subdued. When Britain’s Lord George Macartney 

arrived in China in 1792, he famously refused to kowtow before Qianlong. Decades later, during 

the First Opium War, the British navy thrashed the Chinese, and in 1842, the resultant Treaty of 

Nanjing opened five major ports to permanent Western occupation. To Chinese sentiments, this 

was utterly humiliating. Matters became much worse when a European victory in the Second 

Opium War guaranteed foreigners the right to reside permanently in the capital city itself.  

 Plagued by foreign invasions, internal uprisings, and a series of natural disasters, the Qing 

government struggled to maintain its hold on power through the nineteenth century. When disease 

took the Xianfeng Emperor in 1861, his six-year old son ascended as the Tongzhi Emperor. At the 
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same time, Yehonala—the child’s mother and Xianfeng’s favorite concubine—assumed the title 

of Empress Dowager and a royal name, Cixi. She would remain the most powerful figure in 

Chinese politics until her death in 1908.   

 Through Tongzhi’s minority, Cixi managed the empire’s affairs. In 1875, mere months 

after Tongzhi came of age, he succumbed to smallpox. After his death, Cixi immediately appointed 

her three-year old nephew as the Guangxu Emperor and thus retained her position as China’s 

Empress Dowager. Over the following decades, she consolidated her hold over the Qing court and 

refused to relinquish her influence even after Guangxu came of age. When the young man 

introduced a reform package in 1898—intending to modernize China along Western models—Cixi 

terminated the initiative, executed its foremost proponents, and sentenced Guangxu to house arrest. 

He would never know freedom again.   

 Her swiftness in checking Guangxu garnered Cixi a reputation for Machiavellian and 

reactionary sentiments. When, in the summer of 1900, an anti-imperialist rebellion known as the 

Boxer Uprising saw thousands of aggrieved Chinese converge en masse on Beijing’s Legation 

Quarter, the Boxers trapped the foreigners inside and besieged them for nearly two months. 

Outraging the defenders, the rebels acted with the blessing of Cixi herself. 

 The siege of the legations is an unusual moment in the history of foreigners in China—a 

time when all eyes looked out from behind the same walls at the same hostile army. Almost 

unnoticed among the besieged—some 900 foreigners in all—was a certain Edmund Trelawny 

Backhouse.  

 Backhouse was, by everyone’s account, an unusual man. He was “fearfully timid,” 

according to his friend, the British journalist John Otway Percy Bland (qtd. in Trevor-Roper 65); 

indeed, when the foreigners took arms to defend the legations against the Boxer siege, one of 
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Backhouse’s comrades reported that Backhouse accidentally shot and wounded his own sergeant-

major (Trevor-Roper 52). As the siege progressed, Backhouse strained a muscle and thereafter 

spent the remainder of the crisis languidly perusing a Chinese dictionary as those around him 

fought to save their lives (Trevor-Roper 52). When, fifty-five days after the Boxers first converged 

on the Legation Quarter, a military alliance consisting of troops from eight foreign nations broke 

the siege and liberated the defenders, Backhouse was freed with the other foreigners—but almost 

immediately, the Russian soldiers occupying Beijing took him into custody for looting the city’s 

ruins (Trevor-Roper 53). 

 Fortunately for Backhouse, his reputation remained intact despite the arrest—indeed, in the 

decade after the Boxer Rebellion, he became widely regarded as one of England’s foremost 

sinologists. A linguist at heart, Backhouse was fluent in more than a dozen languages, including 

Chinese, Manchu, and Mongol. These rare abilities allowed him to read and translate documents 

that many other Westerners could not. Nor did Backhouse fail to profit both socially and 

economically from his talents; even today, much of what we know about Cixi, Tongzhi, and 

Guangxu comes from a bestselling biography that Backhouse co-authored with Bland.  

Published by William Heinemann in 1910, China under the Empress Dowager chronicles 

Cixi’s life from her years as Xianfeng’s concubine through to the Boxer Uprising and, ultimately, 

to her final days in 1908, when she died mere hours after apparently poisoning her nephew 

Guangxu. With its vivid anecdotes and straightforward language, China under the Empress 

Dowager became an instant international success. Critics especially praised its account of the 

Boxer Uprising, which Backhouse set forth in his translation of a diary belonging to Jing Shan, a 

Manchu courtier. This diary Backhouse claimed to have found in the ruins of its owner’s house in 
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the aftermath of the Boxer Uprising, and the document shed new light on the revolt as seen through 

Manchu eyes. 

 As Backhouse found fame, China crumbled around him. Just three years after Cixi’s death, 

the Qing Dynasty collapsed, and Sun Zhongshan’s republicans violently seized power. Meanwhile, 

Backhouse and Bland capitalized on their literary success by releasing Annals and Memoirs of the 

Court of Peking—a systematic account of the Ming and Qing emperors’ reigns—under Heinemann 

in 1914. 

 Having secured himself the reputation of an eminent historian, Backhouse spent the 

remainder of his life in relative comfort, residing near the Forbidden City until he moved to a 

“spacious garden-house” in 1937 (Trevor-Roper 269). Only the occasional scandal disrupted the 

pleasant quiet of his days as a number of critics accused the Jing Shan Diary of being a forgery—

most notably, in 1936, the British journalist William Lewisohn highlighted a number of 

inconsistencies in the diary’s text (Trevor-Roper 245). Shortly after this critique, the scholar J. J. 

L. Duyvendak, who had formerly endorsed the diary’s authenticity, retracted and reversed his 

former opinion, saying the document was very likely fake (Duyvendak 269). 

Nevertheless, these developments did little to damage Backhouse’s prestige. “The 

professor,” as people had begun to call him, swore that, regardless of the diary’s authenticity, he 

had only translated what he had found already written on the page (Trevor-Roper 129, 254). 

Backhouse grew a rich beard and began to dress himself in Chinese robes (Trevor-Roper 13). He 

lived in a Chinese neighborhood apart from the Western Legations, and he almost never spoke to 

Europeans; indeed, he covered his face whenever he passed one in the street (Trevor-Roper 269).   

In China, Backhouse grew old. He witnessed the tumultuous years of the often anarchical, 

often tyrannical Chinese Republic. He was present in China when Japan occupied Manchuria. 
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When, after the outbreak of World War II, the Japanese expelled British citizens from occupied 

China, they allowed Backhouse to remain because of his advanced age (Trevor-Roper 277). In his 

final year of life, he befriended the Swiss consul, Dr. Reinhard Hoeppli, who, as the representative 

of a neutral nation, managed British affairs in China after Britain’s own representatives were sent 

away on account of their loyalty to the Allies (Trevor-Roper 279).  

Backhouse entertained his friend with fantastic autobiographical tales and, at Hoeppli’s 

request, wrote them down before passing away in 1944. Hoeppli retained Backhouse’s memoirs, 

entitled The Dead Past and Décadence Mandchoue. In the decades that followed, however, the 

manuscripts remained unpublished and almost entirely unknown. It was only when Hoeppli sensed 

his own death’s approach that, fearing to leave the manuscripts unguarded, he delivered them into 

the hands of Hugh Trevor-Roper, a prominent Oxford historian (Trevor-Roper 14-15). Trevor-

Roper would later recount the perplexity he felt when, upon examining the manuscripts, he found 

they contained graphic—even lurid—descriptions of the years Backhouse claimed to have spent 

as the Empress Dowager Cixi’s sexual consort (Trevor-Roper 16). 

The apparent incongruity between Backhouse’s official legacy—a polite obituary, a 

magnificent collection of Chinese manuscripts donated to Oxford’s Bodleian Library—and his 

rather prurient memoirs prompted Trevor-Roper to examine the documents surrounding the man’s 

life. The final product of his research is the 1976 biography A Hidden Life: The Enigma of Sir 

Edmund Backhouse, published in the United States under the title Hermit of Peking.  

In that book, Trevor-Roper revealed Backhouse to be a life-long fraudster, forger, and cheat 

whose misdeeds ranged from peddling nonexistent jewelry to attempting to secure a phony arms 

deal between the British and Chinese governments while operating as a secret agent during World 
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War I. Considered in context, Trevor-Roper argued, the Jing Shan Diary was almost certainly 

Backhouse’s fabrication. 

Backhouse’s memoirs, Trevor-Roper continued, were equally untrustworthy. In fact, 

Trevor-Roper despised them. Backhouse was no more the Empress Dowager’s lover than he was 

a respectable scholar, and his memoirs—whose “only organizing principle is not social or literary, 

but sexual”—were “grossly, grotesquely, obsessively obscene” pieces of fiction in which “fantasy 

[supported] fantasy, forgery forgery” (Trevor-Roper 297, 328). Ultimately, Trevor-Roper 

concluded,  

Backhouse’s “memoirs” are not an edifying work. They are a pornographic 

novelette. No verve in the writing can redeem their pathological obscenity. But let 

us be charitable. Let us treat this whole phenomenon as a morbid eruption of senility. 

(Trevor-Roper 335) 

This critique has become canonical. It has relegated Backhouse to the gutter, where he has 

remained largely untouched by academics. Now, on the rare occasions when his name arises, it is 

generally in revisionist histories of Cixi, whose authors mention Backhouse only to the extent that 

they can point out the flaws in China under the Empress Dowager.1  

As a confirmed fraudster and forger, Backhouse’s reputation as a historian is deservedly 

beyond repair. His reputation as a writer, however, is not. In 2011, Earnshaw Books, an English-

language publisher based in Hong Kong, printed the first publicly available copy of Décadence 

Mandchoue. This is the second volume of Backhouse’s memoirs. Although the first volume, The 

Dead Past, remains unpublished, readers are now able to determine for themselves from this 

second volume whether Backhouse’s memoirs are indeed merely a “pornographic novelette,” as 

                                                           
1 For two examples, see the articles by Fawn-Chung and Li in this paper’s works cited. 
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Trevor-Roper claimed (Trevor-Roper 335). Despite the opportunity, few readers in the academy 

have done so.  

In order to re-evaluate Backhouse’s literary reputation in a way that Trevor-Roper might 

(however grudgingly) approve of, we will need to establish that Décadence Mandchoue has a 

“social or literary,” and not merely a “sexual,” organizing principle (Trevor-Roper 297). Of course, 

this will require us to look clearly at the memoir on its own terms. Before this is possible, we must 

address two of Trevor-Roper’s most prominent complaints about the memoirs—complaints which 

currently loom so large as to discourage an unprejudiced reading of Backhouse’s text.  

The first order of business, consequently, will be to respond to Trevor-Roper’s complaint 

that the memoirs disappoint because they blend fact with fiction. Contextualizing Backhouse’s 

unusual attitude towards the truth by examining how it relates to ancient Greek and Roman 

historiography will promote the memoir’s cultural pedigree. 

    After doing this, we will consider Trevor-Roper’s objection that Décadence Mandchoue is 

obscene. This is no small complaint—but obscenity does not preclude artistic integrity, and, in any 

case, sexually explicit scenes of the sort that so offended Trevor-Roper represent neither 

Décadence Mandchoue’s primary focus nor even the major portion of its content. In addition to 

enlightening us as to Backhouse’s perspective on the truth, our examination of Greek and Roman 

literature also will reveal that Backhouse’s obscenity draws from a rich cultural tradition. 

 So we will address Trevor-Roper’s complaints. Still, this will not be enough to demonstrate 

that Décadence Mandchoue is a valuable piece of writing. Therefore, by reflecting on the memoir’s 

connections with Shakespearean theater and the Decadent literature of the fin de siècle, the second 

half of this paper will show how the book’s organizing principle is not sexuality, but rather 

stagecraft and, ultimately, tragedy.   
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 Finally, before continuing, we should note that the comparative models of Greco-Roman 

classicism, Shakespearean theater, and fin de siècle literature have not been chosen arbitrarily. 

Rather, as we shall see time and again over the course of the coming pages, these three are inscribed 

in Backhouse’s very text, often in the form of direct quotation or literary allusion.   

II. Subversion and Subjectivity: The Greco-Roman Tradition 

 Regardless of Backhouse’s honesty as a historian, even the most passionate of his critics 

must admit (as Trevor-Roper indeed does) that he was a “marvelous linguist” (Trevor-Roper 341). 

Like most well-to-do Englishmen of his day, he had enjoyed a classical education, first studying 

at St. George’s, Ascot, and then—although he never completed his degree—at Oxford (Trevor-

Roper 30-31). In school, Backhouse would have read his Cicero, Caesar, and Virgil—indeed, he 

quotes the Aeneid profusely throughout Décadence Mandchoue, often in the original Latin. 

Examining precisely how Décadence Mandchoue draws upon the classical tradition for rhetorical 

and thematic purposes will dispel Trevor-Roper’s arguments that the book is worthless because it 

is untrue and pornographic.  

 As a reader, Trevor-Roper wasted a singular opportunity when he dismissed Backhouse’s 

memoirs in disgust. After all, Backhouse’s original reader, Dr. Hoeppli, knew nothing of 

Backhouse’s personal life save what the memoirs themselves contained; in contrast, once he had 

conducted the research necessary to expose Backhouse as a chronic fraudster, Trevor-Roper was 

the first person possessed of the opportunity to spot all sorts of tantalizing intricacies in Décadence 

Mandchoue. 

Not the least of these intricacies is Backhouse’s unusual attitude towards truth. In the 

book’s bombastic “Forward to the Reader,” Backhouse affirms the absolute truth of his memoirs 
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at least nine times in two paragraphs. As it indicates his style of writing rather nicely, we will quote 

it in full. Backhouse says:  

I, Sir Edmund Trelawny Backhouse, a Baronet of the United Kingdom, do hereby 

positively affirm on my honour and on that of my respectable family which has played 

a not negligible part in English public life that the studies which I have endeavoured to 

write for Dr. Hoeppli contain nothing but the truth, the whole truth, and the absolute 

truth. Nothing has been added to embellish the facts, but dates, owing to the loss of my 

records, cannot always be accurately given, although the year or month of an official’s 

degradation is verifiable by record; that is an event may have occurred before or later 

than that recorded. My intercourse with Tz’u Hsi [Cixi] started in 1902 and continued 

till her death. I had kept an unusually close record of my secret association with the 

empress and with others, possessing notes and messages written to me by Her Majesty, 

but had the misfortune to lose all these manuscripts and papers thereto relating, largely 

through the cowardice of my domestics and the treachery of people in whom I trusted; 

so that my large collection of books and documents was lost in toto; that is excepting 

for a few dictionaries and handbooks of a linguistic nature which, however, contain no 

notes on the (secret not to say erotic) matters whereof I have written.  

Naturally, my name as compiler cannot be revealed during my life, owing to the 

nature of the topics under discussion. But I can only affirm my bona-fides solemnly 

and seriously urbi et orbi without the shadow of a shade of reservation. As Shylock 

says, “Would I lay perjury on my soul? No, not for Venice.” There may be omissions 

in my narratives, as memory sometimes fails; and when I was doubtful, I left a blank; 

but I can assure any unprejudiced persons that no romance nor embroidery finds a place 
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therein for, as the great Sage says, I am a transmitter not a literary creator, and could 

not be if I tried, any more than was the case regarding the journal of Ching-shan [Jing 

Shan] which I once had the honour to translate exactly as I discovered it without the 

addition of a syllable of extraneous matter. I may add that calumny and 

misrepresentation move me very little but that to one who flatters himself in being a 

scholar (in any rate, a student), such an action, i.e. of fiction supplanting facts, would 

assuredly be despicable and indicative of no sense of honour whatsoever, rendering me 

unworthy of decent people’s society! (Backhouse, Forward)  

Certainly the reference to Jing Shan’s diary will jostle Trevor-Roper’s readers, who are 

fully aware the document was forged. Indeed, it jostled Trevor-Roper, who apparently took 

Backhouse’s promise of a truthful memoir at face value and then, upon conducting further research, 

was incensed to discover the man was dishonest. 

Yet we need not share Trevor-Roper’s frustration. Indeed, it is Trevor-Roper’s own 

scholarship that highlights a brilliant undercurrent of sardonic humor shining just beneath the 

surface of Backhouse’s book. In Décadence Mandchoue, Backhouse as a character and narrator is 

purportedly a paragon of truth, “one honest man among so many looting and murderous Europeans 

and Americans” (Backhouse 22). Thanks to Trevor-Roper’s work, however, we can see that 

Backhouse is as honest as Iago and that there is an intense, anarchical irony in his constant assertion 

that he is telling the truth. Having read Hermit of Peking, we can share in Backhouse’s grand joke; 

and, as the narrative of Décadence Mandchoue escalates from events relatively (though still 

scandalously) banal to those unapologetically absurd, it becomes a very funny joke indeed. 

Whether Backhouse actually intended anyone to laugh at his professions of honesty is, of course, 
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of very little importance. In any case, we see the incongruity between his words and his actions—

an incongruity which would have remained more obscure without Trevor-Roper’s biography.  

 Still, Trevor-Roper himself did not laugh at the memoirs. Rather, they offended him. Yet 

other readers of Décadence Mandchoue may find that because the memoir’s professions of honesty 

are simply not compelling in the first place, there is little reason to take offense at Backhouse’s 

deception. Yes, Backhouse often maintains that he recounts the truth without distortion. However, 

there are often certain caveats involved. In the excerpt above, for example, Backhouses swears 

that he would never perjure his soul; however, he does so by quoting Shylock, a tricky character 

by all accounts, and one whom Backhouse—whom Trevor-Roper notes was a fierce anti-Semite—

would probably have disliked (Trevor-Roper 300). 

 Like Backhouse, many prominent Greco-Roman historians had few qualms about 

embellishing the historical record wherever it suited their purpose. On the surface, Backhouse 

denounces such tactics. He boasts,  

I refrain from chronicling conversations plausible but lacking in verisimilitude, 

unlike the great Athenian, Thucydides, who chronicles speeches and orations with 

the convenient preamble: “To this effect spoke so and so,” probably reproducing 

the substance with a good deal of his own creation, but not the actual wording. 

(Backhouse 194) 

However, immediately after this lofty proclamation, Backhouse proceeds to contradict it by 

indulging in a bit of hearsay regarding a private conversation between Cixi and Guangxu 

(Backhouse 194-95). This incongruity is readily visible even to readers who are unaware of 

Backhouse’s checkered past, and it should alert them to the possibility that the author might not 

always mean what he says.  
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 In certain other passages, too, Backhouse’s claims to objectivity are so transparently false 

that we can hardly be expected to believe them. Let us examine, for example, the memoir’s tenth 

chapter. It is, without a doubt, among the most offensive in the book, and Backhouse even includes 

an apologetic preface in which he disavows all association with the acts he is about to chronicle 

(Backhouse 148). Then, invoking the “Secret Cabinet” of Pompeiian bestial erotica at the Museo 

Borbonico in Naples, he announces that he has witnessed bestiality in China (Backhouse 148-49).  

Backhouse quotes Pliny the Elder, saying there is “ex Africa semper aliquid novi”—always 

something new out of Africa (Backhouse 149). This is the only instance in Décadence Mandchoue 

when Backhouse explicitly references the naturalist, who remains renowned even today for his 

dedication to factual accuracy. Chapter X’s allusion to Pliny is timely, and it suggests that the 

chapter’s subsequent material—alas, a catalog of inter-species sexual acts—is nothing more than 

a disinterested categorization of raw data akin to Pliny’s classification of gemstones or the various 

species of grape. Backhouse would have us believe that bestiality, however unappealing we may 

find it, is merely a fact of life, a “phenomenon” rationally “divisible” into certain “phases and 

developments” (Backhouse 148).  

 However, regardless of what Backhouse assures us, his chapter is evidently not merely a 

disinterested “psychological study” (Backhouse 148). Rather, with stony solemnity, the chronicle 

hastily escalates in such an inflammatory manner that it soon becomes quite clear that Backhouse, 

far from presenting an informative encyclopedia, is parading a catalog of freaks in preparation to 

unveil a dramatic climax. Without going into the details of such an unappealing subject, he begins 

relatively harmlessly with Manchu ladies and their lapdogs; but shortly thereafter, he burdens his 

readers with one man dead (after an incident involving a bull) and another brutally castrated (after 
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one with a rabid fox) (Backhouse 149-57, 165). If anything of this caliber were in Pliny, students 

would read the Natural History a great deal less—or perhaps a great deal more—than they do now.  

 Ultimately, an attentive reading of Backhouse’s text thus suggests that Trevor-Roper 

targeted a straw man when he attacked the memoir’s falsehood. Backhouse’s vows of honesty are 

not credible—indeed, they are often so blatantly incredible that no reasonable person could be 

expected to believe them. We should remember that the (fictional) “Publisher” of Jonathan Swift’s 

Gulliver’s Travels stoically proclaims that “there is an air of truth apparent through the whole” of 

the work, even noting that “the author [is] […] distinguished for his veracity” (Swift 1975). Trevor-

Roper’s rage at Backhouse’s untruth is akin to that of a critic incensed to hear that Gulliver did not 

actually visit the flying island of Laputa.  

Nevertheless, even if Trevor-Roper had determined to accept all of Backhouse’s vows as 

legitimate, it would still be impossible to accuse the memoirist of lying per se. Instead, 

Backhouse’s own definition of memory presupposes imaginative license. Throughout Décadence 

Mandchoue, he asserts that “memory and imagination […] [count] as nothing without [each other]” 

(Backhouse 125), and he repeatedly frames the past as “a mirage, an illusion of the senses” except 

insofar as it exists in a subject’s (necessarily imaginative) memory (Backhouse 19).  

Backhouse’s implication is that, because it is impossible to chronicle the past objectively, 

it would be fruitless to try. Trevor-Roper complains that Backhouse has no knowledge of history, 

save for what is “anecdotal” (Trevor-Roper 341). What this means in practice is that Backhouse 

understands history in a way which Trevor-Roper did not endorse. Backhouse focuses less on what 

actually happened and more on what might have happened, moralizing and exaggerating episodic 

stories in whatever way best suits his purpose. To a considerable extent, this is the oldest type of 

history. It has precedents in Plutarch (Duff xxi-xxii), whom Backhouse often references, and even 
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in Thucydides (Finley 27-28). In any case, for Trevor-Roper to claim that Backhouse knows no 

history except the anecdotal is to allow for a remarkably broad “except.”  

 Décadence Mandchoue reflects and represents its author’s knowledge of anecdotal history. 

To that end, in terms of its style and its content, the memoir closely resembles several ancient 

historical works, including the Augustan History. Infamous among historians—who disagree on 

their veracity, author, and even date of composition—the surviving chapters of the Augustan 

History chronicle the biographies of Roman emperors from Hadrian to his successors in the third 

century. Ostensibly produced by six different people, “this curious piece of deceit,” as one recent 

editor described it, is now widely believed to have been the work of a single “hoaxer or jokester” 

who freely and probably deliberately interspersed high-flown fantasy with fact, to the frustration 

of many later readers (Birley 7, 8, 18). The final product is vibrant, anecdotal, and—despite the 

scrutiny with which its author claims to regard the facts (Lives 148, 220)—often completely 

unreliable as a historical source.  

Backhouse, too, possessed a remarkable tendency to stretch the truth. Far from impossible 

fictions, however, many of his most brilliant fantasies, like those of the Augustan History, possess 

a veneer of factuality and indeed of documentation that, on the one hand, increases his tall tales’ 

authority and, on the other, undermines all notions of authority by tacitly ridiculing the idea that 

anyone could possibly be the subject of so many outrageous coincidences. Reading Décadence 

Mandchoue is not unlike watching Forrest Gump, so often does Backhouse appear beside 

prominent characters at critical moments in history.  

To cite the most fantastic example of Backhouse’s auto-interpolation, Décadence 

Mandchoue relates its author’s claim to have personally witnessed what he describes as Cixi’s 

murder at the hands of Yuan Shikai, the man who would one day become China’s second president 
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(Backhouse 251-52). Surprisingly, Backhouse claims that Yuan shot Cixi at point-blank range, 

thus contradicting the historical consensus accepted both in his time and today—a historical 

consensus which Backhouse himself helped to establish by publishing an account of Cixi’s fatal 

illness in China under the Empress Dowager (Bland 468-70). In his memoirs, Backhouse reports 

that an untimely oath of secrecy which he had sworn to Cixi prevented him from describing the 

“true” manner of her death in the 1910 biography. He claims in Décadence Mandchoue that he co-

wrote his and Bland’s history “in calm, calculated defiance of the truth,” willfully propagating the 

(ostensible) fiction that Cixi died of natural causes (Backhouse 252).  

We witness a far subtler example of Backhouse’s auto-interpolation shortly after he first 

meets Cixi in Décadence Mandchoue. Realizing she has seen the man before, Cixi says: 

I thought I knew your face. You recollect that I waved to the Spanish Minister’s 

wife who was standing next to you on the top of the wall and asked after her 

daughter. You called back: “By Your Majesty’s favor, she is quite well.” And then 

I stood there with my opera glass and waved my handkerchief at you all. 

(Backhouse 24) 

This incident is lifted directly from China under the Empress Dowager, in which Backhouse and 

Bland report that: 

[Cixi] called upon one of the eunuchs to bring her an opera glass, with which she 

eagerly scanned the crowd, looking down from the wall of the city, waving her 

handkerchief whenever she perceived a familiar face. On one occasion she even 

shouted up an inquiry asking after the health of the daughter of one of the foreign 

ministers. (Bland 418) 
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Ultimately, Décadence Mandchoue thus alters certain discrete, definable moments in the 

historical narrative by inserting Backhouse as a participant in or witness to them. Any doubtful 

reader is free to consult with China under the Empress Dowager, which supports Backhouse’s 

memoir wherever Backhouse does not openly disavow the biography’s contents. Relying on a 

third-party source to fact-check Décadence Mandchoue, however, is far more difficult. There are 

no descriptions of the above passage’s “familiar face” to help a critical reader confirm or reject the 

possibility that Cixi was looking at Backhouse himself. Hence, Backhouse’s auto-interpolation, 

however briefly, renders him the subject of recorded history without disrupting any of the existing 

historical records’ details. How appropriate that, in 1933, Backhouse confessed to Bland, “I have 

had an interesting life, although in a hidden way—behind the scenes, I mean” (Trevor-Roper 238).  

If we accept Décadence Mandchoue’s narrative out of hand, it becomes clear how 

interesting Backhouse’s life really was behind the scenes. However, we should not accept the 

narrative out of hand any more than we accept the Augustan History’s narrative out of hand. At 

the same time, untruth does not render Décadence Mandchoue valueless any more than it renders 

the Augustan History valueless.  

In Hermit of Peking, Trevor-Roper compares Décadence Mandchoue to a different work 

of ancient history: Procopius’s Secret History (Trevor-Roper 292). In fact, Hermit of Peking’s 

index even calls Procopius “A Byzantine Backhouse” (Trevor-Roper 404). This comparison bears 

examining for a moment, if only to help us address Trevor-Roper’s critique of Backhouse on its 

own terms.  

 During the reign of Justinian, the historian Procopius served as a legal secretary to the 

general Belisarius, whose campaigns he memorialized and celebrated in History of the Wars 

(Sarris vii-ix). Procopius’ Secret History, in contrast, is a fierce and often sexually explicit polemic 
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against the demon emperor Justinian, the harlot empress Theodora, and Belisarius, their 

emasculated military general.  

The Secret History’s forward is presumably what led Trevor-Roper to draw the connection 

he did between Procopius and Backhouse. Before launching into his invective, Procopius says his 

fear of “swarms of spies” and “death in its most agonizing form” discouraged him from expressing 

his true feelings about the imperial family in any of his prior works (Procopius 1). Likewise, in his 

memoirs, Backhouse blames the British government’s “blind faith in the traitor” Yuan Shikai for 

prohibiting him from speaking his mind about the Qing Dynasty until he lay on his deathbed 

(Backhouse 252). Thus, according to Trevor-Roper’s analogy, Procopius and Backhouse wrote 

“clean” histories until political circumstances changed enough for them to compose, presumably, 

pornographic novelettes.  

So we arrive at Trevor-Roper’s second point of contention: the memoir’s obscenity.  

Backhouse probably would have faced legal prosecution if he had published Décadence 

Mandchoue, many of whose chapters are rife with graphic sexuality and indecent portrayals of 

royalty. However, thanks to Trevor-Roper’s very own work, we know that there is no real evidence 

suggesting that Backhouse personally knew any members of the Qing court, so it is misleading to 

compare him to Procopius in this sense.  

We can salvage Trevor-Roper’s comparison between Procopius and Backhouse by 

highlighting the similar subject matter of Décadence Mandchoue and the Secret History. 

Specifically, we should pause briefly over Procopius because of his place in what Baldwin calls a 

tradition of “mathematical pornography” (Baldwin 151). In places, the Secret History is 

undeniably obscene. In places, so is Décadence Mandchoue. We would do well to ask ourselves 

whether this affects their literary merit.  
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With some exceptions (including the aforementioned Chapter X), Décadence 

Mandchoue’s most sexually-explicit scenes are clustered within its first half, especially in Chapters 

I, IV, V, and VI. It is no doubt surprising to learn that the memoirs of a reserved sinologist begin 

in a homosexual brothel—and yet it would be a mistake to let this surprise dominate our 

understanding of the book’s subsequent episodes. To assert along with Trevor-Roper that 

Décadence Mandchoue’s “internal unity, its only organizing principle,” is “sexual” overlooks the 

context of its sexual episodes (Trevor-Roper 297). Contrary to what we would expect from a book 

intended to titillate, Backhouse often skips over the sexual passages of his narrative. At one point, 

he explains, “I do not propose to descant again, and yet again, upon the loves of [Cixi], except (if 

possible) to throw fresh light upon that enigmatic personality” (Backhouse 107).  

It is not until the book’s last chapter, however, that Backhouse explicitly lays out his 

purpose in writing Décadence Mandchoue. At that point, he finally reveals his intention “to present 

an intelligible picture” of “the Empress [Cixi]” (Backhouse 262). Although sexuality is a recurring 

theme of the book, it functions not as the memoir’s primary orienting principle, but rather as a tool 

by which the memoir’s portraiture might better function; that is, Backhouse employs sexuality 

when it serves a narrative or thematic purpose.  

This brings us back to Procopius. Speaking of “the conventions classical invective,” 

Baldwin sketches some essential elements of the genre, saying that the formula’s predictability 

“rightly weakens the credibility of [Procopius’] tirades” against the Empress Theodora, whose 

promiscuity Procopius describes in furious detail (Baldwin 151). To put it differently, certain 

conventions of Greco-Roman polemic render it likely that “the sex life of Theodora owes more to 

male fantasy and literary tradition than reality” (Baldwin 151).  
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Both Cixi and Theodora are powerful, promiscuous, and filicidal. Theodora commits 

“willful abortion”—which Procopius makes abundantly clear he finds equivalent to murder 

(Procopius 43)—and Cixi decides to “dispose of” her adopted son Guangxu (Backhouse 243). 

Moreover, both Theodora and Cixi entertain a fascination with theater. Theodora, for her part, 

works as an actress before becoming empress (Procopius 37). Likewise, throughout Décadence 

Mandchoue, Cixi watches several plays and comingles with favored actors (Backhouse 135, 158). 

Of Cixi’s love for the theater we will have more to say later.  

Yet Theodora is not Cixi’s literary mother. Rather, as characters, Theodora and Cixi are 

subject to the same tropes and flourishes because they both evolve from a common ancestor—the 

wicked empress. Among ancient historians, Messalina—the promiscuous wife of the emperor 

Claudius—helped pioneer the archetype, which changed so little over the years as to render its 

depictions practically mathematic. Examining Procopius’ depiction of Theodora, Baldwin 

highlights stylistic and rhetorical parallels between the Secret History and the descriptions of 

Messalina in Pliny the Elder and Juvenal (Baldwin 151). Such parallels with Messalina are equally 

visible in Backhouse’s depiction of Cixi. For example, Messalina appears in Juvenal’s sixth and 

tenth satires, which Décadence Mandchoue directly quotes four and two times, respectively 

(Backhouse 16, 25, 33, 71, 163, 263); we have also seen already that Backhouse, like Procopius, 

possessed at least cursory familiarity with Pliny the Elder.  

However, what strikes a reader familiar with Messalina’s reputation is that Backhouse’s 

tone is almost uniformly praiseful when he compares her to Cixi. Indeed, quite apart from the 

indignation expressed by the likes of Procopius, Pliny, or Juvenal, Backhouse seems earnestly to 

admire Messalina’s misdeeds. Hence, although he portrays Cixi rather formulaically, this 

formula’s end result is fresh for the first time in more than 2,000 years. Cixi controls her own 
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sexuality, and she acts as freely as any of the book’s male characters. Likewise, Backhouse 

frequently alludes without criticism to the paramours of other powerful queens, including Marie 

Antoinette, Victoria, Elizabeth I, and Catherine the Great. Backhouse portrays illicit affairs as 

natural and, in that respect, no more detestable than any other observable phenomenon.  

Backhouse’s comfort with the inevitable piquancy of monarchs’ sex lives stems, perhaps, 

from his familiarity with the Roman historian Suetonius. Backhouse had either read Suetonius’ 

Lives of the Caesars, or else he was familiar with certain of its passages. For example, in 

Décadence Mandchoue, he reminds his readers that “emperor Caligula Gaius Caesar made [an] 

obscene gesture to the tribune Chareas” (Backhouse 69), recounting a story found in Chapter 56 

of Suetonius’ Life of Gaius Caligula (Suetonius 175). Backhouse also invokes Suetonius by name 

as his source for the anecdote that the Roman emperor Galba was “‘steeped’ […] in association 

vis à vis mares (males)” (Backhouse 13). Probably he derived this from the Life of Galba, Chapter 

22 (Suetonius 254). However, Backhouse leaves Suetonius unattributed when he quotes Augustus’ 

deathbed cry—“Acta est fabula, plaudite!” (Backhouse 139)—which Suetonius records in the Life 

of Divus Augustus, Chapter 99 (Suetonius 100).  

Suetonius pervades Backhouse’s image of monarchy more subtly during an episode in 

which Cixi, “who had disguised herself with a […] windproof cape round her head,” smuggles 

herself into a brothel to watch its patrons fornicate (Backhouse 101). Similarly, Suetonius relates 

the story of how Caligula, “disguised in a wig and a long robe, abandoned himself nightly to […] 

scandalous living” (Suetonius 150). Nero, moreover, “would snatch up a hat or cap and […] prowl 

the streets in search of mischief” (Suetonius 221).  

Backhouse reports that, after entering the brothel, Cixi paid various prostitutes “Taels 100” 

in exchange for watching them perform their services (Backhouse 102). After the display, she 
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departs, admonishing her retinue to stay behind lest they compromise her disguise in the streets 

(Backhouse 102-06). Here, Backhouse’s narrative once more resembles the Augustan History, 

itself inspired heavily by Suetonius’ work (Birley 8-9). The Augustan History’s author relates that 

the emperor Elagabalus “covered up with a muleteer’s hood so that he would not be recognized” 

and then went “to all the prostitutes” in Rome (Lives 314). Like Cixi, Elagabalus did not pay for 

sexual relations, but rather “gave all [the prostitutes] gold pieces, adding the words, ‘Don’t tell 

anyone, but Antoninus [Elagabalus] is giving you this’” (Lives 314). 

Thus far, we have seen Backhouse portray sexual taboos including bestiality and 

prostitution. But Décadence Mandchoue is especially vocal about one of his era’s taboos in 

particular: homosexuality. In a 1930s letter to Bland, Backhouse complained that someone had 

accused him of being “homosexual, the basest of untruths” (qtd. in Trevor-Roper 255). Yet 

although Décadence Mandchoue’s explicit and reiterative homosexual episodes blatantly 

contradict the manner in which Backhouse conducted himself publicly, not even Trevor-Roper 

doubts that Backhouse was gay.  

By now, we should be unsurprised to learn that Backhouse frames his sexuality in terms of 

Ancient Greece and Rome. Speaking of Oscar Wilde’s trial and conviction, he condemns the jury, 

“composed as this was of petty and unimaginative tradesmen” unfamiliar with “Terence’s immoral 

maxim: ‘homo sum et nihil humanum a me alienum puto’” (Backhouse 155). Furthermore, in the 

book’s opening chapter, Backhouse refers to his lover Cassia Flower as a “Charmides,” alluding 

to the desirable youth in Plato’s dialogue of the same name; Backhouse also compares Cassia 

Flower to Praxiteles’s nude sculpture of Apollo (Backhouse 12, 13). As the memoir progresses, 

Backhouse refers to numerous young men as “Ganymede” (Backhouse 36, 84, 116) or “Giton” 

(Backhouse 36, 93, 107, 126). The former name is that of Zeus’ cup-bearer, and the latter is that 
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of a catamite in Petronius’s Satyricon, which Backhouse applauds as a “great novel of Roman 

décadence” (Backhouse 36).  

In Petronius’s novel (which has survived only in fragments), we see yet another ancient 

ancestor of Backhouse’s memoirs. Décadence Mandchoue, like the Satyricon, is a bawdy 

picaresque which contains serious undertones. However, while Petronius uses decadence to focus 

on the vanity and pretensions of the wealthy, Backhouse instead uses it to contemplate the 

significance of hedonism in the face of death (Sullivan 23-24).  

Consider the marked, almost pathological pattern of escalation visible in Décadence 

Mandchoue’s sexual passages. Parts of Chapter I depict consensual sex, but by Chapter IV, Cixi 

forces Backhouse to serve as her lover. Chapter V goes still further, including descriptions of 

habitual polyamory (Backhouse 91-92). In Chapter VIII—“The Vampire Prince”—the narrative 

grows grotesque, conflating sex and violence by describing the abduction and violation of a young 

actor by his sadistic admirer. Chapter IX concludes when “Fire from Heaven” strikes two young 

lovers dead (Backhouse 135). We have already examined Chapter X and its shocking chronicle of 

bestiality, noting that this chronicle itself escalates from the comparatively benign to the totally 

outrageous. After Chapter X, the book’s sexual passages grow fewer and more infrequent. Perhaps 

this is because they can escalate no further. The book has exhausted itself; someone inclined to 

irreverence could say it climaxes prematurely.   

 More constant throughout the entire work is its bombastic language, which persists even 

as the characters consume copious amounts of “bird’s nest soup, sharks’ fins in scrambled eggs, 

whiting stewed in a wonderful sauce piqante au gingembre, ‘P’a Lan’ 扒烂 duckling, bamboo 

shoots,” and other rarities (Backhouse 45). During the book’s lewdest passages, the diction 
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elevates such that it renders Backhouse practically unintelligible. For example, the following 

passage comes from the catalog of bestiality:  

In this case, however, the bull was more tractable and was induced, by the aid of 

gardeners armed with P’a Tzu 耙子, rakes, to desist from further activities, and no 

harm, except to the bull which went to the butchery, resulted, though his pizzle had 

actually entered Yi Hsün’s anus which was notoriously on a Brobdingnagian scale, 

vu ses instincts pédérastiques. As I can only affirmer tenir le fait d’un témoin 

oculaire, not his son who was too filial to Kan Fu Chih Ku 干父之蛊 (Yi Ching易

经 Book of Changes), betray his sire’s (norms) defects, but from a near relation who 

actually saw the bull and la bête humaine interlocked in carnal communion, I can 

naturally not guarantee its truth, while not for an instant doubting a matter regarding 

which falsity, or even hyperbole, would have been unfruitful surérogation.  

(Backhouse 152) 

In effect, long sequences of erudite and occasionally multilingual allusions serve to elevate 

the subject matter which Backhouse describes and thus to palliate its more controversial elements, 

encouraging readers to continue with the narrative despite its scandalous content. Readers, 

agreeing to look on, become voyeurs. In his analysis of the Satyricon, Christopher Gill calls 

attention to something similar. He describes a certain “voyeurism” in Petronius’s novel, arguing 

that “its detached presentation of curious images and performances, as well as sections of verbal 

parody and pastiche,” enable readers guiltlessly to attend to the subject matter at hand, no matter 

how controversial it may be (Gill 180). He also cites Petronius’ tendency to employ during sexual 

episodes the “names of greater figures from literature […], like Circe and Polyaenus, Tarquin and 

Lucretia” (Gill 177-78).  
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This should remind us very strongly of Backhouse’s own literary habits. In passages of 

Décadence Mandchoue such as this one quoted above—and another in Chapter VIII, where the 

author enters a lengthy digression on the etymological origins of a dirty Chinese phrase which he 

invokes—language grows so bombastic that it almost ceases to serve a proactive communicative 

purpose, acting rather to obscure the meaning of potentially controversial material (Backhouse 

128-29). William Arrowsmith observes a similar phenomenon in the Satyricon, calling it, “luxuria 

in language” (Arrowsmith 317). He says that such language “is impotent […] on the same level as 

luxuria of food or sex; all three are symptoms of satiety and excess, and all three culminate in 

death unless controlled” (Arrowsmith 319).  

There is a kind of death in Backhouse’s book as well. Lost among a sea of jargon and 

multilingual quotations, individual words become anemic even as phrases flourish in bloom. As 

Northrup Frye said of Amanda McKittrick Ros, Backhouse’s explosive and unprocessed logorrhea 

becomes “pathological, a kind of literary diabetes” (Frye 328-29). The text’s apparent illness 

attests to Backhouse’s assertion that “in the following sketch (as in all the series sur la décadence 

Mandchoue), I definitely have in my mind the tint of moldiness” (Backhouse 196).  

Trevor-Roper’s denunciation of Backhouse’s morals (or lack of morals) would suggest that 

Backhouse approves of the excesses and indulgences described in his memoir’s narrative. 

However, upon closer examination, Décadence Mandchoue’s sickly depiction of decadence is 

ambivalent at best and, in any case, far from the gleeful endorsement of unremitting vice which 

Trevor-Roper seems to detect. For example, rather than wholeheartedly embracing the sexual and 

gustatory excesses of the Empress Dowager’s rule, Backhouse deploys them to demarcate the 

paralyzing contrast between the glamor of life and the grim finality of death.  
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In the Satyricon, the preposterously opulent freedman Trimalchio treats his guests to a 

magnificent feast, but he forces the company to dine before a “silver skeleton” in order to remind 

them all of their mortality (Petronius 56). Eyeing the skeleton, Trimalchio recites:  

  O woe, woe, man is only a dot:  

  Hell drags us off, and that is the lot. 

  So let us live a little space, 

  At least while we can feed our face. (Petronius 56)  

Similarly, throughout Décadence Mandchoue, Backhouse dwells on the day when he saw 

Cixi’s dead body. For example, when he first meets the Empress Dowager in Chapter II, he flashes 

forward to recount how he would later gaze at “her desiccated, naked corpse in the blistering July 

sun” (Backhouse 25). In the memoir’s penultimate chapter, the narrative reaches that unhappy day, 

and Backhouse’s description lingers on Cixi’s “mouth wide extended and set in a horrible grin, 

eyes […] glazed with a yellowish film, her breasts covered with thousands of hideous black spots” 

(Backhouse 25, 259). Written by a moribund author, Décadence Mandchoue is founded on the 

cognizance of death.  

Absence and disappearance are likewise present from the memoir’s very first pages, after 

which the eunuch Cassia Flower—to whom Backhouse dedicates the book “in deathless love”—

disappears from the narrative before he ever has the opportunity to grow important (Backhouse, 

Dedication). Cassia Flower’s role in the narrative thus consists mostly of an absence like that of 

Percival in Virginia Woolf’s novel The Waves; he is a lacuna which nothing, not even the book’s 

obsessive excess, truly fills. “He is gone,” Backhouse says, “with les neiges d’antan but I hope 

that […] he is alive and perhaps occasionally thinks of the once-young foreign devil who was so 

deeply attached to him” (Backhouse 19).  
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In a final assessment, Décadence Mandchoue emerges structurally as a struggle to resist 

what was written, as it were, from the very beginning—Cixi’s death, her rot—and Cassia Flower’s 

absence. Faced with these earthly catastrophes, the book’s existence and its author testify that only 

“memory shall survive, even in the dust of death” (Backhouse 19). Contrary to what Trevor-Roper 

suggests, therefore, Backhouse, who conflates memory and imagination, presents a rather 

straightforward and even conservative message: memory, imagination, and creation will endure, 

while earthly delights will pass away.  

Moreover, the moment “when souls turn bodies and unite in the ineffable, the whole, 

rapture of the embodied soul” becomes “something to have lived for” (Backhouse 19). Hence, far 

from what we might expect from a book purportedly organized solely around sexual desire, the 

memoir rejoins that “deathless love” for another person lends purpose to a life of wasteful excess 

(Backhouse, Dedication). It should not surprise us that when Backhouse concludes his book with 

a quotation from Catullus, he invokes not one of the poet’s scurrilous invectives, but rather a line 

from Catullus’ ode to his dead brother: “Ave atque vale,” or “hail—and farewell” (Catullus 140, 

Backhouse 275). 

III. “Observed of all observers”: Décadence Mandchoue as Theater 

Musing on the image of Cixi’s corpse, Backhouse invokes Hamlet’s words on Alexander 

the Great and “Imperious Caesar dead and turned to clay” (Shakespeare, Hamlet 5.1.193; 

Backhouse 25). By the end of Décadence Mandchoue, when Cixi dies and the narrative finally 

reaches the dreaded moment to which Backhouse flashed forward so many pages before, 

Backhouse, as a character, has become Hamlet gazing at skeletal remains.  

In the second volume of his memoirs, Backhouse invokes Hamlet more often than any 

other single work, quoting or alluding to specific passages from Shakespeare’s play at least 30 
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times over the course of fewer than 300 pages. Yet references to other plays abound as well. 

Shakespeare’s works appear more than 55 times, including the Hamlet allusions.2 Backhouse 

invokes Racine or his plays three times (Backhouse 62, 111, 192). In Chapter II, Backhouse 

references Aristotle’s definition of tragedy (Backhouse 39). Names of famous English actresses 

such as Sarah Bernhardt, Ellen Terry, and Sarah Siddons appear regularly throughout the 

manuscript; indeed, in both The Dead Past and Décadence Mandchoue, Backhouse claims to have 

studied theater under a certain M. Got 3  of La Comédie Française before acting alongside 

Bernhardt on the stage (Trevor-Roper 303, Backhouse 67).  

Décadence Mandchoue’s fixation on drama and the theater should hardly surprise us. 

Hermit of Peking reveals that Backhouse nursed a youthful passion for Ellen Terry and that he 

once bought out an entire row of theater seats to fill them with his college friends (Trevor-Roper 

32). As he aged, Backhouse grew into a magnificent confidence man, participating in numerous 

scams and spinning so intricate a web of lies that Trevor-Roper comments, “he lived in a world of 

imagination. That world, created by romantic vanity […] was more real to him than the objective, 

external [one] […] it yielded intellectually, in the victory of fantasy over fact” (Trevor-Roper 336).  

One is tempted to speculate that Backhouse, whose life was defined by deception, may 

have had a professional as well as a personal interest in the study of theater and its techniques. 

Perhaps no one in the twentieth century better embodied Shakespeare’s maxim that “all the world’s 

a stage” (Shakespeare, As You Like It 2.7.138). Backhouse’s memoirs, moreover—“whose only 

organizing principle is […] sexual” in nature, according to Trevor-Roper—actually appear, upon 

                                                           
2 See Backhouse’s preface, as well as pages 1, 10, 12, 14, 15, 18, 25, 28, 31, 38, 63, 70, 76, 77, 85, 89, 91, 112, 118, 

120, 121, 126, 135, 136, 139, 144, 171, 173, 175, 179, 180, 181, 182, 185, 188, 198, 200, 201, 206, 209, 210, 226, 

241, 258, 266, 267, 272, and 273. Some pages contain multiple references. 
3 Although Backhouse never specifies, this may be Edmond Got (1822-1901), an actor and author at La Comédie 

Française (Bibliothèque nationale de France). 
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closer examination, to be organized if not solely, then at least significantly around an examination 

of audience, acting, and genre (Trevor-Roper 297).   

To begin with audience, we will recall from the prior section the manner in which 

Backhouse’s bombastic language encourages his readers to gaze upon the book’s sexual scenes, 

in effect rendering them voyeurs. So too will we recall the episode in which the Empress Dowager 

sneaks inside a brothel to watch the goings-on inside it (Backhouse 101). Backhouse’s construction 

of an entire scene pertaining to nothing more than viewership is redolent of a voyeuristic passage 

from early in Petronius’ Satyricon, when the protagonist Encolpius peeks through a door crack to 

look on at the relations between his friend and a prostitute (Petronius 50). Moreover, it recalls any 

number of scenes in Hamlet in which the characters watch one another.  

Reading Décadence Mandchoue, one begins to sense that Backhouse is deliberately 

complicating the chain of viewership and performance by conflating the relationship between 

actors and audience. For example, even as Cixi observes the events in the brothel, Backhouse notes 

that she herself performs; he remarks that “her anger was largely feigned” (Backhouse 101). 

Elsewhere, Backhouse comments on the duty of a monarch to perform before a crowd. In one 

passage, this duty to perform becomes literal when Cixi, threatened by a mentally unstable eunuch, 

ventriloquizes the voice of an angry god in order to inspire the eunuch to commit suicide. “The 

Old Buddha,” Backhouse remarks fondly as his character watches Cixi’s display, “had shown 

herself a past mistress of the art of ventriloquism and equally of mimicry […] truly the great 

Empress was many-faceted” (Backhouse 210). Finally, after the ventriloquism affair, Backhouse 

recalls a day when Cixi “summoned the best looking actors to perform impromptu theatricals 

without the aid of cosmetics or makeup,” adding that she “[made] me join them” and in fact 

“herself took part” in the show (Backhouse 229).  
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In all these episodes, Cixi’s role as a performer ultimately emerges as an examination of 

societal roles. Nowhere is this more apparent than at the end of Chapter XII, when Backhouse 

describes a conversation between Cixi and her adopted nephew Guangxu (by that point, the rightful 

Emperor of China) as though it were a play: 

Enter Kuang Hsü, who kowtows thrice, then kneels: “Your Majesty, I am come 

into your presence with a birchrod in my hand and ask you to chastise me […]”  

Empress Dowager: “The cup of my patience is overflowing […] Is it always 

the same story, disobedience, unfilial conduct, futile plots. You have no sense in 

you: every page of your life is a repetition […]” 

[…] 

Exit Kuang Hsü after kowtowing, greatly perturbed. (Backhouse 195) 

By scripting this scene in such a way, Backhouse juxtaposes the social responsibilities of 

Cixi as both an Empress Dowager and an (adoptive) mother, suggesting the overlap and, at times, 

the dissonance between these two social roles. Guangxu requests punishment for disobeying his 

adopted mother, but only to the extent that she is also his sovereign. Cixi’s role as her son’s 

disciplinarian is thus at once maternal and imperial. At the same time, Cixi chastises Guangxu for 

failing to properly play his roles as a son, an emperor, and her subordinate. His is endlessly “the 

same story,” repetitive, predictable, and dull—making Guangxu, in that sense, the antithesis of 

“many-faceted” Cixi herself (Backhouse 210).  

Throughout Décadence Mandchoue, Backhouse seems to take offense at Guangxu’s 

variety of bad acting, criticizing people for failing to play the roles they were, we might say, “born 

to play.” Most often, this appears in the context of homosexuality and its suppression under 

England’s anti-sodomy laws. For example, Cixi comments on the laws’ absurdity, asking, “If 
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people prefer [to engage in sodomy], let them do so. What if husband and wife do it?” (Backhouse 

105). Backhouse answers her, “it would be difficult to prove, but I imagine that the penalty would 

be less: there is a religious aspect, part of our Occidental hypocrisy” (Backhouse 105).  

Hypocrisy is a concept that emerges time and again when Backhouse criticizes English 

attitudes towards homosexuality. Cixi first comments that “you English are hypocritical in your 

catchwords about humanity” (Backhouse 67). Backhouse later decries “the drab Victorian 

devanture of shop-front prudery and hypocrisy” (Backhouse 96). Thereafter, he insists that China’s 

homosexual aristocracy is no different from England’s, except that “in London and Paris,” 

homosexuality is “concealed from publicity by the cloak of hypocrisy” (Backhouse 106). Finally, 

he snarls once more at “Hypocritical England” (Backhouse 127). 

In the context of theater and performance, this is a very significant choice of words—after 

all, phrased another way, a critique of hypocrisy is nothing more than a critique of the disjunction 

between performance and reality. In real life, Backhouse, as we have seen, publicly denied his 

homosexuality while consorting with his English friends; his critique of hypocritical homosexuals-

in-hiding seems hypocritical itself, in this respect. Backhouse, of course, was a man of many 

contradictions, and Décadence Mandchoue is a book packed full of historical revisionism. As a 

result, there is no real reason why we should expect to see any more coherence between the real 

and the authorial Backhouses’ attitudes towards life in the closet.  

Still, if we felt inclined to explain away his apparent hypocrisy in this regard, we might 

postulate that Backhouse felt a deep disconnect from human laws that prohibited people from 

obeying their inborn sexual desires. In his memoir, at least, he clearly expresses his belief that 

sexual desires are natural, not performative (Backhouse 96, 155). “We are all as nature makes us,” 

Cixi even observes after learning of Backhouse’s sexual orientation (Backhouse 72). Ultimately, 
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then, for human governments to defy nature by proscribing human behavior is, in some sense, like 

making a poor casting choice.   

Yet if Backhouse believes people can play their roles wrongly, he must necessarily believe 

that they can play them rightly, too. Accordingly, throughout the book, Backhouse as a protagonist 

emerges as an actor upon the world’s stage. On his deathbed, reflecting on the deaths of his friends, 

Backhouse as a narrator remarks that “only I remain, like a poor actor who has outstaged his 

welcome but who still persists in strutting his brief hour upon the stage, surely knowing better than 

to exclaim, like the great Augustus à son lit de mort, ‘Acta est fabula, plaudite!’ (Backhouse 139).  

Backhouse, “knowing better” than Augustus, perhaps believes the show does not end with 

the death of a single individual. In his final weeks of life, therefore, he busied himself in composing 

Décadence Mandchoue for Reinhard Hoeppli. Considering this, we ought to reflect on the manner 

in which performers and audiences accumulate like nested dolls. The character Backhouse 

performs onstage for Cixi—the author Backhouse performs the performance of that play for the 

memoir’s readers—the living Backhouse reflects on the memories unfolding like a play within his 

mind—memories of a youthful Backhouse performing onstage. We could continue following this 

chain of actors and audience, if it would bring us to any foreseeable end.  

And if Backhouse is acting, then it becomes possible to think of Décadence Mandchoue as 

a sort of theater. The analogy seems rather nebulous until we consider that there are several times 

throughout the memoir when its characters do not appear consciously to be acting, but still behave 

as characters reciting dramatic monologues onstage.  

The first of these two occasions takes place in Chapter II, when Cixi relates the untimely 

death of the Pearl Concubine, one of Guangxu’s mistresses. For seven full paragraphs, the Empress 

Dowager narrates the final moments of the Pearl Concubine’s life, speaking on her behalf in a 
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dialogue-turned-dramatic-monologue (Backhouse 39). More interesting than this speech’s content 

is the way in which Backhouse takes care to frame it—perhaps we could say to stage it—as a 

dramatic set-piece scene. For example, before Cixi begins to speak, Backhouse invokes the 

memory of “Mme. Bernhardt as Cléopâtre or Théodora” and “Mrs. Siddons as Lady Macbeth” 

(Backhouse 38). He even echoes what is perhaps the most famous play in the English language 

when he notes that Cixi’s performance “is indelibly recorded on the tablets of my memory” 

(Backhouse 38). This recalls Hamlet’s assertion that his father’s accusation of Claudius will “[wipe] 

from the table of my memory […] all trivial fond records” (Shakespeare 1.5.98-99).  

Interestingly and, it seems, ironically, Backhouse denies that Cixi is performing in this 

scene, saying that “if this was acting, the world did not contain sa pareille as a tragedienne; but it 

was certainly no play staged for my benefit, not theatrical presentation for the sake of subsequent 

publicity” (Backhouse 38). Yet considering that the narrative Cixi relates here is identical to the 

one described on the Jing Shan Diary, it seems rather likely that Cixi—at least insofar as she is 

Backhouse’s creation—is, in fact, acting for Backhouse’s benefit by helping to validate the 

document which so many critics had decried as a forgery (Bland 302-03).  

Décadence Mandchoue’s second dramatic monologue takes place in the book’s twelfth 

chapter, during a “séance” with an “itinerant Taoist” (Backhouse 168). Backhouse precedes the 

speech by priming the reader to consider notions of representation and reality. The authority of 

crystal balls he at once questions and upholds when he notes that, during a séance with Count 

Allessandro Cagliostro in 1770, Marie Antoinette saw “the representation of her own head falling 

into the basket”—the head, though only representative of hers, nonetheless harbingered the real 

decapitation (Backhouse 170). When Cixi looks into her own crystal ball, Backhouse comments 
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on how the “Euripidean touch of common things obtruding upon the mystic and the sublime” 

served to define the “scene” that played out before his eyes (Backhouse 172-73).  

When the séance proper begins, Cixi gazes into a crystal ball, where she sees her past 

represented before her. She is, therefore, at once spectator and spectated, both actor and audience. 

Moreover, as she narrates the events which she sees represented in the ball, Backhouse’s 

description switches from the past tense to the present—“The vision is blotted out,” he comments, 

“but [Cixi] trembles with wonder and expectation” (Backhouse 173). Hence, in the same way that 

he described her conversation with Guangxu, Backhouse takes care to describe Cixi’s séance in 

such a way that his narration resembles stage directions. Moreover, he observes that his own 

reaction to the séance’s events resembled that of “a Greek chorus” (Backhouse 178).  

As Cixi gazes on what the Taoist calls “[pictures] of fancy, or rather of fact,” we should 

recall Backhouse’s prior assertion that “memory and imagination […] [count] as nothing without 

[each other],” and we should wonder at the authenticity of the visions unfolding before Cixi 

(Backhouse 125, 176). The memories she sees during her séance, of course, are accessible only 

through Backhouse’s description of her reactions to them—and thus their relation to the truth is 

tangential at best, mediated through Backhouse as though in a game of telephone. This becomes 

particularly evident when we consider that, in this scene, Cixi’s final words to Backhouse are those 

of a dying Hamlet to Horatio:  

Absent thee from felicity a while 

And in this harsh world draw thy breath in pain 

To tell my story. (Backhouse 179; Shakespeare, Hamlet 5.2.289-91)  

If, in Décadence Mandchoue, Backhouse as Horatio tells the story of Cixi’s Hamlet, we should 

recall that Backhouse was quite literally on his deathbed while he wrote the book. As the story’s 
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moribund narrator, Backhouse is at once Hamlet and Horatio—and Hoeppli, as the recipient of 

Backhouse’s last story, becomes Horatio in turn.  

Finally, no analysis of Décadence Mandchoue’s theatrical qualities would be complete 

without an examination of the book’s genre. For our part, we have referred to the work as a 

“memoir.” One might object that memoirists should earnestly commit to the truth of their 

statements and that Backhouse, despite his protestations, fails to do this. Nonetheless, we have 

chosen “memoir” because of its etymological connection to “memory,” a word that ought to 

remind us of Backhouse’s claim about the relationship between memory and imagination 

(Backhouse 125). We can thus justify the book’s more fanciful episodes by positing that, on 

Backhouse’s terms, no memoir could exist without imaginative license. While Mary Louise Pratt 

“conceived of novels as fictional imitations of nonfictional genres, such as biography, 

autobiography, history, [and] diary,” among others, Backhouse might say that all these 

“nonfictional” genres are, to some degree, inherently fictional and that the distinction between a 

memoir and a work of fiction is oftentimes a blurry one (Narrative across Media 42).  

Certainly it is the case that, in Décadence Mandchoue itself, Backhouse remains 

circumspect about what exactly his book is. “I am not writing a roman,” he insists, “nor yet a 

nouvelle, [and] perhaps could not if I tried” (Backhouse 196). However, there is nonetheless some 

sort of “coherent nexus, a sympathetic coloration” in the book (Backhouse 197). We have taken 

pains to illustrate that a coherent thematic nexus—that of stagecraft and theater—runs throughout 

the work. Stylistically, however, the book’s content is more variegated. In a final assessment, we 

could say that the memoir’s content itself acts in certain ways, trying out different characters and 

styles as an actor might don different costumes. For example, as has already been mentioned, the 

audacity of the book’s sexual passages escalates rapidly until it climaxes in Chapter X—yet 
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chapters seven through nine also represent a prime example of the memoir’s tendency to shuffle 

rapidly through different theatrical styles.  

Chapter VII, for example, is a pastiche of romantic comedies. Over the course of twelve 

pages, Backhouse assists a “young Manchu, aristocrat to the fingertips,” to rendezvous secretly 

with a palace concubine (Backhouse 115). Fearing the intervention of the young Manchu’s 

overbearing father and the Empress Dowager—both of whom oppose the relationship—

Backhouse endeavors to hide the tryst from Cixi even while the lovers are in the room next door 

to her. At the chapter’s climax, Cixi learns of their rendezvous and, after a brief outburst of anger, 

decides to marry the young lovers (Backhouse 122).  

Chapter VIII, in contrast, is a small, set-piece horror story whose title alludes to vampirism. 

In this chapter, a bloodthirsty and sadistic aristocrat kidnaps a young eunuch and violates him. 

During the episode’s climactic moment, Cixi remarks that her “hair [stands] on end” as she listens 

the story of how the aristocrat, “ghoul that he was,” had “bitten” the eunuch, leaving a “horrid 

mark” on his neck (Backhouse 131).  

Chapter IX begins with a premise of forbidden love similar to that of Chapter VII. Yet in 

Chapter IX, unlike its comedic predecessor, tragedy prevails as two young lovers are killed in a 

thunderstorm, causing Cixi to “burst into hysterical weeping” (Backhouse 146).  

Beyond these three most obvious examples, there are further instances when the book 

experimentally shuffles between genres. Consider, for example, the dramatic monologues already 

described. Consider the outrageous encyclopedia Backhouse presents in Chapter X. Consider, in 

this light, that the pornographic portions of the memoir which so offended Trevor-Roper might 

merely be another costume, another performance.  
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Time and again, however, Backhouse returns to existential tragedy—that is, the tragedy 

born from his “[lingering] on in dolorous death-bringing old age” (Backhouse 124). Time’s 

ephemerality and the inconsequentiality of human action emerge as two of the memoir’s primary 

messages as Backhouse utilizes his memories of the past to suggest that humans are tragically 

incapable of freely choosing their actions. For example, as we witnessed at the end of this paper’s 

previous section, he speaks dismissively of the corporeal past, insisting that only memory endures 

in the “dust of death” (Backhouse 19). “Vanitas Vanitatum,” he proclaims, “if, as Homer makes 

Helen say, ‘It is not all a dream!’” (Backhouse 19). Things of the past, for Backhouse, endure only 

in the memories of those who lived them—and those memories are subject to die with the body, 

to vanish “with les neiges d’antan” (Backhouse 19).  

The entirety of Décadence Mandchoue proceeds towards the moment when Backhouse 

writes his memoirs, and every action of the book’s characters becomes necessary in order to bring 

the narrative to its telos. The characters’ lines, one could say, are scripted, and both the actors and 

their director remain unable to alter the past, which is, after all, fixed. In this phenomenon, we see 

a distortion of Aristotle’s sea-battle argument, which considers whether one can label future events 

“true” or “untrue” in the present moment (Aristotle). Whereas Aristotle examined the truth of 

future contingents to make claims about the present’s determinism (Øhrstrøm), Backhouse cites 

the truth of past events to make claims about his present; the difference between these two 

approaches results from when the two authors situate themselves in time. Aristotle speaks from 

the present, and he makes claims about the future. Backhouse, relative to Aristotle, speaks from 

the future, making claims about the past—a past which we might conceptually locate in the same 

time as Aristotle’s present.  
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Yet although determinism might seem to preclude the freedom of human initiative, 

Backhouse nevertheless makes a clear statement of purposeful intent in the very last chapter of his 

book. While he does not define his memoir’s genre, Backhouse notes that he has “sought […] to 

present an intelligible picture of an enigmatic […] personality”—that of Cixi and also, he adds, of 

Li Lien-Ying, her “chiefest satellite” (Backhouse 262). Perhaps we could say, therefore, that 

multifaceted Cixi, whose “impress is visible” “even in the first chapter” of Backhouse’s book, is 

the book—or, in other words, that the book acts as Cixi in all her modes (Backhouse 262). It is, at 

different times, comic, tragic, violent, perverse, and regal.  

Interpreting the book as a representation of Cixi—or, in Backhouse’s words, an 

“intelligible picture” of her—finally connects us once more to the classical world and to theater 

(Backhouse 262). Shortly after Backhouse reveals that he has sought to create a picture of Cixi, he 

compares the Empress Dowager to Plutarch’s Cleopatra, quoting at some length from Jacques 

Amyot’s translation of Plutarch’s Life of Mark Antony (Backhouse 263). Familiar with Plutarch’s 

work, Backhouse seems to have cribbed his literary philosophy from the Greco-Roman biographer. 

In the prologue to his biographies of Alexander the Great and Julius Caesar, Plutarch says:  

I am writing lives, not history […] When a portrait painter sets out to create a 

likeness, he relies above all upon the face and the expression of the eyes […] in the 

same way, it is my task to dwell upon those details which illuminate the workings 

of the soul, and to use these to create a portrait of each man’s life. (Plutarch 279)  

In Décadence Mandchoue, Backhouse never explicitly states whether he has read 

Plutarch’s biographies of Alexander or Caesar. However, on the final page of his memoir, he 

mentions both these men, saying “life is made up of imperishable loyalties for lost causes and for 

the Peripeteia of a hero, be he the great Emathian Conqueror [Alexander] or Julius Caesar” 
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(Backhouse 275). To their names he adds that of Cixi, “the Old Buddha, whose story you and I 

know” (Backhouse 275).  

IV: Manchu Decadence? 

Where, at the end, does all of this leave us? Where does it leave Décadence Mandchoue? 

Reinhard Hoeppli writes in his postscript to Backhouse’s memoirs that “Sir Edmund’s 

creative imaginative power was astonishing; he used it very frequently and […] sometimes merely 

for its own sake, ‘l’art pour l’art’” (Hoeppli 285). This invocation of “art for art’s sake,” in addition 

to the very title Décadence Mandchoue, should lead us to consider Backhouse’s place in literary 

history. In a final evaluation, is Backhouse’s memoir morally or artistically decadent?  

The question is politically loaded because it represents, in many ways, the crux of Trevor-

Roper’s objections to the memoir and, indeed, the memoir’s author, whose homosexuality and 

“hollow intellectualism” Trevor-Roper portrays as the prerequisites for fascist sympathies (Trevor-

Roper 342). In the final chapter of Hermit of Peking, Trevor-Roper dismisses Backhouse as a 

member of “that aesthetic, narcissistic, homosexual coterie […] in desire if not in fact” (Trevor-

Roper 341). He also echoes Hoeppli’s use of l’art pour l’art, saying that Backhouse’s “empty 

elitism” attracted him to “the aesthetic world of the 1890s […] of private culture, of art for art’s 

sake, pleasure for pleasure’s sake, of Wilde and Beardsley and their hangers-on” (Trevor-Roper 

342). 

Much of this, it seems, we can discard as the prejudice of a conservative Oxford professor. 

Trevor-Roper’s sneering disdain for decadence and his politicization of homosexuality are matters 

of his own personal taste. However, without embracing the man’s furious disgust for decadent art, 

we can safely observe that Décadence Mandchoue is undeniably saturated with grotesque excess 

and a marked unconcern for (and at times, even an explicit attack on) traditional British social 
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mores. As a result, whether the book is truly decadent—not to say socially or politically 

dangerous—deserves our consideration. 

Backhouse nursed a fixation on the authors and the artists whom scholars would later 

identify as decadents. While enrolled at Oxford, he attempted to raise funds for the courtroom 

defense of Oscar Wilde (Trevor-Roper 33). At the same time, he met Max Beerbohm (Trevor-

Roper 31) and possibly Aubrey Beardsley, with whom he claimed in The Dead Past to have edited 

The Yellow Book—although Trevor-Roper casts doubt on the veracity of that particular claim 

(Trevor-Roper 295, 300). References to Oscar Wilde’s name or works appear at least 10 times in 

Décadence Mandchoue, sometimes in very familiar and personal manner.4  Beardsley’s name 

appears three times (Backhouse 46, 96, 268). 

Backhouse himself never defines what precisely he means by the “décadence” in his 

memoir’s title. Literary scholars have applied decadent as an adjective to characterize works by 

authors including Pater, Wilde, and Dowson, but some degree of ambiguity nevertheless remains 

as to the world’s precise signification (Ryals 85). Ryals attempts to clarify the matter. He calls 

literary decadence “a sub-phase of romanticism,” elaborating that, “if romanticism is the state 

which results when the classical synthesis has begun to disintegrate, then decadence is the result 

of the complete disintegration” (Ryals 86). “The differences between Coleridge’s Christabel and 

Wilde’s Salome,” Ryals argues, “are only differences in degree” (Ryals 86). 

Ryals then identifies several common characteristics of decadent writings. First, decadent 

literature keeps its author’s “intense egotism” at the forefront of the work, making “the self […] 

the center of interest and the standard of value” (Ryals 88). Second, it “[places] value on the 

grotesque at the expense of the natural” (Ryals 87). Third, the decadent movement is essentially 

                                                           
4 See Backhouse’s epigraph and pages 3, 5, 13, 72, 82, 92, 96, 154, and 155. 
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“romanticism devoid of [reformist or humanistic] ideals,” making it a “highly conservative, if not 

outright reactionary” genre (Ryals 90). Finally, Ryals notes that, “feeling the desolateness of their 

own age, [decadent authors] developed a nostalgia for other places and other times” (Ryals 90).  

 Before we proceed, it is worth noting that Robert Peters has challenged Ryals’ definition 

of decadence in a number of respects, saying, for example, that Ryals “fails to account for the 

multiplicity of artistic modes, energies, and directions, both decadent and not, present in the 

eighteen eighties and nineties” (Peters 258). Although Peters notes that he does not “[question] the 

general direction of [Ryals’] conclusions,” he expresses a desire for more specificity and closer 

analysis of specific literary works (Peters 259).  

 Bearing in mind Peters’ objections to Ryals’ definition, we will, finally, examine whether 

Backhouse’s Décadence Mandchoue is as formally decadent as Trevor-Roper claims. In the 

interests of maintaining nuance, we must take care to reject the false binary that would result from 

labeling the book either “decadent” or “not.” Instead, we will merely consider to what degree the 

book’s content is decadent, as defined by Ryals, and then we will deliberate what this entails for a 

classification of Décadence Mandchoue as a piece of literary history.  

First, we should evaluate the presence or absence of an “intense [authorial] egotism” in 

Backhouse’s book (Ryals 88). In so doing, we distinguish between the author and the work—a 

difficult task in the simplest of cases, and one made no easier by the fact that Décadence 

Mandchoue is (at least purportedly) a memoir. Even Ryals, in naming “Byron’s Manfred” and 

“Wilde’s Dorian Gray” blurs the line between fictional characters and the authors who imagined 

them into being (Ryals 88).  

To judge from his outward appearance, Backhouse was as far from Decadent as anyone 

could be. An Oxford student—later an Oxford benefactor and almost the holder of a chair of 
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Chinese—he had first traveled to China to make his fortune in commerce; there, he lived a quiet 

life translating manuscripts, teaching at a Beijing university, and finally becoming a sort of urban 

hermit. Only in Trevor-Roper’s biography does self-aggrandizement emerge as a quintessential 

aspect of Backhouse’s personality. Through his compulsive lies, Backhouse reveals himself to be 

an implacable egoist.  

Backhouse the fictional character is altogether different from his counterpart in real life. 

Whereas the author denied his homosexuality even to his closest associates, the character is 

flagrantly and unapologetically homosexual from the very first page of the book. As a gay man 

and a European, he emerges as an unprecedented and much-respected adviser in Cixi’s court—

indeed, as nothing less than “the foreign emperor” of China (Backhouse 205). The book’s raison 

d’être appears to be supremely egoistic, too; long passages of Décadence Mandchoue are little 

more than elaborate scaffolds built to prop up the author’s often-criticized accounts of the Jing-

Shan Diary, as Trevor-Roper himself observes (Trevor-Roper 306-09). Here, in Backhouse’s 

occasional, scathing references to George Morrison (who had always questioned the Jing-Shan 

Diary’s authenticity), and in the frequent calumnies with which Backhouse burdens his British 

compatriots, Backhouse’s egoism—or the book’s—shines through for readers to see (Backhouse 

21, 247, 272; Trevor-Roper 99).  

Still, Ryals lists several additional characteristics common to Decadent fiction, including 

its tendency to emphasize the “grotesque at the expense of the natural” (Ryals 87). In this paper, 

we witnessed the sickening effects of Backhouse’s bombastic language. Similarly, the book’s 

mounting sexuality—which climaxes and capsizes in a long catalog of bestiality and a gruesome 

accident involving a fox—is nothing if not grotesque.  
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We also ought to consider Backhouse’s voyeuristic fixation on Cixi’s corpse. Ryals, in his 

essay, highlights a scene in Wilde’s Salome as the archetypal Decadent grotesquerie, noting that 

“Salome takes the head of Iokanaan and goes through a long amorous monologue addressed to the 

object” (Ryals 86). Alongside Salome’s lines, “thy body was a column of ivory […] there was 

nothing in the world so white as thy body […] There was nothing in the world so black as thy hair” 

(Wilde, Salome 65), we can juxtapose Backhouse’s lament for “[Cixi’s] glorious raven hair […] 

her hands and feet just as I remembered them on our many nuits d’amour, delicate as ivory and 

made for the love of man” (Backhouse 260).  

Ryals also notes that literary Decadence is “highly conservative, if not outright reactionary” 

(Ryals 90). This, too, is Décadence Mandchoue to the letter; for despite the memoir’s radical 

sexual content and its frequent denunciations of English homophobia, Backhouse as a narrator 

remains a peculiar mix of stiff-lipped Oxfordian conservatism and even continental fascism. 

Culturally, the memoir is reformist only to the degree that it wants British sexual norms to align 

more closely with the Greco-Roman tolerance of homosexuality. At other times, Backhouse 

openly expresses his admiration of the Axis powers (Backhouse 85-86, 112). Moreover, far from 

espousing many sympathies for avant-garde art, the author spends much of his memoir quoting 

voluminously from the works of Shakespeare and Virgil, among other canonical writers.  

 Hence, in a final assessment, it probably would not be an exaggeration to say that the 

memoir is, even in its desires for reform, reactionary. The memoir romanticizes the final days of 

Imperial China even as Backhouse hopes for the destruction of the British Empire and a “Congrès 

de Berlin” at the close of World War II (Backhouse 85). Trevor-Roper attributes the man’s fascist 

sympathies to his homosexuality, and while other writers—including Charles Sowerwine—have 

commented on the homoeroticism characteristic of early fascist ideologies, we might do better to 
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trace Backhouse’s particular fascism to his fixation on Imperial Rome, whose writers he quotes 

more liberally in his memoir than those of the republican era (Sowerwine 109).  

By seeking comfort in his memories of Imperial China’s final years, Backhouse also 

illustrates disgust with the “desolateness” of the current era and, correspondingly, an “incurable 

thirst for a sense of escape,” both of which are characteristic to Decadent literature (Ryals 90). 

While the Romantic writers “were like English tourists off on a holiday to some exotic country, 

viewing the customs and the dress habits of the natives but not going so far as to don the exotic 

costumes themselves,” the Decadents lost themselves fully in a “nostalgia for other places and 

other times” (Ryals 90). Backhouse, as he aged, took to wearing Chinese robes and came to feel 

disdain for Europeans; his exile was no mere holiday. Nor is his deathbed nostalgia a simple way 

to escape from reality by plunging into dreams “devoid of ideals and taken to excess” (Ryals 90). 

Rather, as Backhouse fantasizes “at the end of [his] life,” he reflects that “those garish days” serve 

only to illustrate for him “the Buddha’s precept: ‘Learn happiness by abolishing desire’” 

(Backhouse 74).   

Décadence Mandchoue, ultimately, is more than a decadent memoir. In many ways, the 

book, like its author, defines any easy system of classification. To a large degree, it is decadent. 

Yet at the same time, it is eminently classical. It is theatrical, too. And if, as we suggested, the 

book is like a portrait of Cixi, then Décadence Mandchoue, like all portraits, says a great deal 

about its painter. While Backhouse was, in his daily life, a secluded but charismatic linguistic 

genius, he emerges on the pages of his memoir as a would-be authoritarian who obsesses over lofty 

notions of abstract beauty even as he indulges in rather earthier pleasures; a man whose academic 

and professional interest in linguistics is accompanied by a tendency to digress into long 

explanations of Chinese homosexual slang; and the narrative voice of an innovative, semi-fictitious 
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autobiography that quotes such eminent writers as Homer, Virgil, Dante, Shakespeare, and Milton 

in order to violate every rule of British propriety.   

We have, in other words, in the final assessment, a memoir whose content is oftentimes 

completely unreliable but whose style tells us more about its author than any straightforward 

biography ever could. On the page, Backhouse is a crooked antiquarian; a prurient old bookworm; 

an Oxford snob; a sly, Shandean satirist; a lonely and regretful aesthete; and the last survivor of a 

dynasty, crying out like the messenger in Job, “I only am escaped alone to tell thee” of the fall of 

the Manchu dynasty (Job 1:15). 

Backhouse is, in short, among the most fascinating and underappreciated literary figures 

of the twentieth century, and it is high time to reclaim his legacy from Hugh Trevor-Roper. Hermit 

of Peking is an insightful and well-researched biography of Edmund Backhouse, but it is not the 

final word on the man’s reputation. Rather than closing the door for scholarship on Backhouse, 

Trevor-Roper’s critique should open it. It is our hope that this paper, in some way, will help to 

open that pathway for future scholarship.  

 This paper has scratched the surface of Décadence Mandchoue in an attempt to 

demonstrate just a few of the ways in which scholars could read the book. Due to Backhouse’s 

shattered reputation and the controversy of his “pornographic novelette,” before any deeper 

digging could begin, it was necessary to survey the landscape. Future researchers interested in 

Edmund Backhouse could expand upon this structural, genre-based analysis of his memoir by 

examining the book from a postcolonial perspective—for example, Backhouse notes that many 

Chinese “[regarded] the white race as malodorous and unclean” and recalls one instance when a 

brothel manager asked him whether he, like other Europeans, had “a duplicate sexual equipment” 

(Backhouse 2, 16). Alternatively, scholars could address the memoir from a feminist perspective—
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during her first night with Backhouse, Cixi commands him to “disclose his bounteous nudity” so 

she can inspect his body (Backhouse 70). And of course, Backhouse’s memoir is open to analysis 

from a queer perspective—the aforementioned brothel catered to gay men, and on their first night 

together, Cixi penetrates Backhouse (Backhouse 72).  

All this and more, future scholars will uncover. For now, having done our best to re-

evaluate his reputation, we will leave Edmund Backhouse and his inimitable memoir Décadence 

Mandchoue with a certain air of mystery about them, recalling the words of Gilbert in Oscar 

Wilde’s “The Critic as Artist”: “I must confess that I like all memoirs. I like them for their form, 

just as much as for their matter. In literature mere egotism is delightful” (Wilde, Intentions 95-96).   
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